The ability of organisms to categorize diverse and often novel stimuli depends on ongoing interactions with their environment. In a modality such as vision, categorization requires the generation of both selective and invariant responses of cortical neurons to complex visual stimuli. How does behavior contribute to shaping the responses of these neurons? Analysis of this question is made difficult by the complex multilevel interactions between many neural and behavioral variables. To mitigate this difficulty, we studied the development and ongoing plasticity of pattern-selective neuronal responses by means of synthetic neural modeling. For this purpose, we constructed Darwin V, which consists of a simulated neuronal model embedded in a real-world device that is capable of motion and autonomous behavior. The neuronal model consists of four major components: a visual system (containing cortical and subcortical networks); a taste system based on conductance; sets of motor neurons capable of triggering behavior; and a diffuse ascending (value) system. The modeled visual cortex consists of two areas: a topographic map responsive to elementary features connected to a higher-order map composed of initially non-selective neuronal units. During behavior over time in its environment, Darwin V encounters numerous objects consisting of black metal cubes displaying different patterns of white blobs and stripes. Initially, the lack of specific higher-order visual responses does not allow visual pattern discrimination, and appetitive and aversive behaviors are triggered by the 'taste' (surface conductivity of objects) alone. In the course of sensory experience, however, changes occur in visual and sensorimotor connection strengths, with two major consequences. First, units within the higher visual area acquire responses that are both pattern selective and translation invariant. Second, as a result of the operation of the value system, these responses become linked to appropriate behaviors. Analysis of Darwin V after such changes indicates that the continuity of self-generated movements is essential for the development of pattern-selective and translationinvariant responses. The concomitant development of a preference for foveal over parafoveal objects was found to be due to increased behavioral interactions with object cubes gripped by the centrally mounted effector (snout) of Darwin V. Finally, even after development of higher-order visual responses, visual responses to more frequently encountered objects continued to be enhanced, while other responses were diminished. Overall, the detailed study of Darwin V over multiple levels of organization provides a heuristically revealing example of the crucial role played by behavioral and environmental interactions in the development of complex responses by specialized neurons.
Introduction
Ner vous systems endow organisms with the capacity to perceptually categorize and behaviorally discriminate an extraordinary range of environmental stimuli (Edelman, 1987) . It has long been recognized that changes in neural activity can cause specific changes in an organism's behavior and that altered behavioral patterns can modify neural activity. Little is known, however, about the ways in which changes in sensory inputs mediated by behavioral activity may shape complex neuronal responses. Analysis of how this may occur is made difficult by the simultaneous multilevel interactions among different synaptic and cellular processes and behavioral responses. Typically, experimental studies only allow obser vation of selected units at one or a few levels of organization and are hard to carr y out on freely behaving animals. Moreover, most computational models of neuronal responses do not incorporate dynamic behavior and its consequences. To overcome these limitations, the present study was designed to analyze how interaction with the environment may inf luence the development and ongoing plasticity of complex neuronal responses through the use of a simulated neuronal model embedded in a behaving real-world device.
In previous studies aimed at a deeper understanding of the neural control of behavior, we constructed a series of computational models (Reeke et al., 1990a,b; Edelman et al., 1992; Reeke and Sporns, 1993) with structural and dynamic properties realistic enough to allow direct comparison with biological organisms. Each consisted of a simulated ner vous system, a phenotype with sensory and motor organs, and an environment containing various stimuli. This approach, called synthetic neural modeling, attempts to correlate behavioral and neural events occurring at multiple levels of organization. One model, Darwin III (Reeke et al., 1990a,b) , was able visually to foveate and touch objects in a simulated environment. Its categorization was based on a combination of visual and tactile sensory inputs and showed characteristics such as generalization and ranking of stimuli according to their typicality (Reeke and Sporns, 1990) . The nervous system of Darwin IV was embedded in a mobile real-world device and contained wavelength-sensitive arrays that allowed the discrimination of objects of different apparent color. 'Taste' (mediated by conductivity of objects in the environment) served as a second sensory modality, triggering unconditioned ref lexes and neuronal responses of a value system. These value responses signaled the occurrence of salient events in the environment and were broadcast to widespread regions of the nervous system via diffuse projections. Such value system responses enabled the selective modification of sensorimotor connections linking visual responses to motor behaviors and led to successful categorization of objects.
Many studies in the visual modality in a variety of species have identified possible neural correlates of categorization, and evidence suggests that complex object-related neuronal responses may depend in part on experience and behaviorally mediated interactions with the environment. In mammals, a possible neural basis for visual object recognition has been identified in studying the responses of neurons in the inferior temporal cortex (for review see Gross, 1992; Tanaka, 1996) . These neurons respond selectively to various kinds of complex visual stimuli (Gross et al., 1972; Desimone et al., 1984; Tanaka et al., 1991) and have large receptive fields that give rise to responses that are invariant with respect to stimulus translation (Gross and Mishkin, 1977; Tovee et al., 1994; Ito et al., 1995) . Developmental evidence suggests that response properties of neurons within the inferior temporal cortex undergo considerable postnatal refinement (Rodman et al., 1993; Rodman, 1994) , presumably requiring exposure to actual stimuli. Moreover, in some experimental settings, dynamic changes in the responses of inferior temporal neurons in adult monkey cortex have been reported (Miyashita, 1988; Rolls et al., 1989; Kobatake et al., 1993; Li et al., 1993) . Similar effects have been seen in modalities other than vision: experience-dependent plasticity of somatosensory, auditory and motor cortices in a variety of species has been documented throughout early postnatal development and adulthood (Merzenich et al., 1988; Kaas, 1991) .
None of our previous modeling studies explicitly analyzed the neural consequences of behavioral and environmental interactions. To investigate the role of these interactions in the development of complex visual neuronal responses, we have now constructed and studied Darwin V, which, like Darwin IV, is composed of a simulated nervous system embedded in a mobile real-world device capable of autonomous behavior. Darwin V's nervous system contains four major components: a visual system modeled with cortical and subcortical networks; a taste system; sets of motor neurons capable of generating various behaviors; and a diffuse ascending (value) system. As Darwin V moves and interacts with objects in its environment, patternselective and translation-invariant neuronal responses develop in an area corresponding to higher-order visual cortex. The sensing of 'taste' and associated value-related responses by Darwin V are used adaptively to link visual to motor centers controlling behavior.
In analyzing this model, we obser ved that continuous self-generated movement is essential for the development of translation invariance during the visual exploration of objects. We also noted that characteristics of visual responses, such as foveal preference, resulted from increased behavioral interaction with objects near the central part of the visual field. Finally, we observed that, after development, changes in sensory input, either due to the environmental distribution of objects or due to f luctuations in ongoing behavior, produce specific changes in visual cortical responses: in general, neuronal responses to more frequently encountered objects were enhanced, while those to less frequent objects were diminished. These observations provide insights into how behavioral and environmental interactions at all stages of sensory experience play important roles in the emergence, development and dynamic adjustment of complex cortical responses.
Materials and Methods
Overall Mode of Operation of Darwin V Darwin V consists of a real-world device (NOMAD: Neurally Organized Multiply Adaptive Device) moving in an enclosed environment containing stimulus objects and connected to a simulated nervous system which receives sensory signals and produces motor outputs that control behavior. As a result of the activity of its nervous system, Darwin V is fully autonomous: its neural activity, triggered by sensory inputs, leads to various kinds of motion, which in turn produce further sensory events. Each sequence of neural and behavioral states constitutes a unique history of events. Unless explicitly stated, in the experiments reported here, behavior remained autonomous and no attempt was made to intervene in Darwin V's neural states, its behavior or its sensory input.
Real-world Device
NOM A D is constructed on a circular mobile platform capable of independent translational and rotational motion, and is equipped with various sensors and effectors. Visual input is provided by a miniature color CCD camera mounted at the top of the device (visual angle 30°, mounted at a height of 60 cm). While camera elevation is fixed at -60°, camera azimuth is dependent on the rotation of the platform. A rigid 'snout' at the front of the platform, fitted with an electromagnet, enables NOM A D to pick up light ferromagnetic objects. The snout contains electrical contacts which allow the sensing of the conductive properties of such objects providing a 'taste' input to the nervous system. Eight IR sensors, each with an angular resolution of 30°, are mounted at 60°i ntervals around the mobile platform's perimeter. Each IR sensor is responsive up to a distance of 30 cm and produces a binary signal used to trigger avoidance reflexes.
An on-board VME bus 68020 computer provides an interface between the sensors, effectors and the simulated nervous system but does not initiate or control any behavior. Communication between NOMAD and the simulated nervous system takes place over a serial line that is controlled by a software interface implemented in Labview (National Instruments, Austin, TX). This interface approximates an asynchronous and continuous interaction between the simulated nervous system and NOMAD.
Input to the visual system ( Fig. 1) consists of a 64 × 64 pixel array derived by spatial averaging from a full-resolution video image of 319 × 239 pixels. Visual input is either a wide-angle field of view derived from a 218 ×218 subregion of the original video image (58.3°viewing angle; see The wide-angle field of view is used during exploratory search; a switch to the narrow-angle field of view occurs when a visual target (defined by its luminance contrast) is detected. When vision signals the presence of an object directly in front of the snout, the electromagnet in the snout becomes activated and, following contact, conductivity is registered across its multiple exposed electric contacts.
Environment
The environment consists of an enclosed area (3 × 2.4 m) with black cloth-covered walls (1.5 m high), and with a f loor covered by opaque black plastic panels, on which there are 6-9 black metal cubes (10 cm on each side, subtending a maximal visual angle of ∼7.5°). The top surfaces of these cubes are covered with various removable 10 × 10 cm black-and-white patterns on cardboard. All experiments with Darwin V reported in this paper were carried out with multiple exemplars of two basic designs: 'blobs' (several white patches ∼2.5 cm in diameter), and 'stripes' (thickness ∼5 mm, evenly spaced). Note that 'stripes' can be viewed in either a horizontal or vertical orientation, yielding together with 'blobs' a total of three classes of visual patterns to be discriminated. The metal cubes come in two visually identical varieties: the vertical surfaces of one kind are exposed metal and conductive, while the surfaces of the other kind are covered with transparent plastic, rendering them non-conductive. In the experiments described in this paper, all objects with 'blobs' were conductive, while all with 'stripes' (horizontal or vertical) were non-conductive and the objects were initially distributed randomly throughout the environment.
Behavior
The various basic behavioral components of Darwin V are illustrated in Figure 2 . A ll of these components together produce a repertoire of possible behaviors and certain of them are executed when specific neural structures are activated (see description below and Fig. 3 ). Obstacle avoidance (Fig. 2a) is triggered by IR-sensor activation and results in turning away from the detected barrier until IR sensors are quiescent. Exploration (Fig. 2b) is the default mode of translocation within the environment. During exploration, a wide-angle grayscale image is used to detect bright spots. If no such spots are detected, the device will maintain a slow (0.074 m/s) forward motion, driven by low levels of spontaneous activity within motor units driving translational motion (M tra ). Visual approach ( Fig. 2c ) occurs when a bright target within the field of view activates neuronal units within the 'colliculus' C (see below) which in turn activates sets of motor neurons (M tra and M rot ) causing increased or decreased forward motion or rotation. If a bright spot is detected within a 14 × 13 pixel region centered in front of NOMAD's snout, the field of view switches from a wide angle to a narrow angle (maintaining an image size of 64 × 64 pixels, see Fig. 1 ) and visual approach continues. Gripping of objects (Fig. 2d ) is triggered by visual input from the immediate vicinity of the snout. Sensing of a gripped object's 'taste' is accomplished by testing for conductivity across multiple snout contacts. Appetitive behavioral responses (Fig. 2e ) are triggered as soon as the difference in instantaneous average activity between M app and M ave (sets of motor units capable of triggering appetitive and aversive behavior respectively) exceeds a behavioral threshold β (here β = 0.2, see below). The behavior consists of prolonged gripping and sensing followed by dragging the object over to one side where it is deposited. NOMAD then returns to its original orientation and resumes exploration. Aversive behavioral responses ( Fig. 2f ) are triggered as soon as M ave -M app > β and consist of an immediate release of grip action (if the object has been gripped previously) and a turning away from the object, after which exploration continues. containing subcortical and cortical networks; a taste system; sets of motor neurons capable of triggering motion; and a value system (Fig. 3) . Detailed parameters of neuronal interconnectivity and unit properties are given in Tables 1 and 2 . Most parameters can be varied significantly without degrading the performance of the model. Visual input (a 64 × 64 pixel grayscale image) is relayed to a receiving area R ('retina'). R emits topographic excitatory connections to area VAp ('primary visual cortical area'). The ordered spatial arrangement of these connections results in responses that are selective for particular local features of stimuli. There are three interleaved maps of units within VAp that are selective for visual 'blobs', or for horizontal and vertical 'stripes' (called VAp-B, VAp-H and VAp-V respectively). Units in VAp-H and VAp-V are mutually connected by local inhibitory connections, while both are locally inhibited by units in VAp-B. A fferent connectivity and mutual inhibition produce VAp responses that are selective for 'blobs', or for horizontal or vertical 'stripes' within the input image. Each of the interleaved maps of units in VAp sends excitatory projections to excitatory units in VAs (higher-order or 'secondary visual cortical area'). This projection is sparse (each unit in VAs receives input from ∼2% of units in VAp) but the spatial extent (arborization width) of input connections corresponds to about two-thirds the width of VAp. Within VAs, excitatory units connect among themselves in a local neighborhood (3 × 3 neuronal units) and to inhibitory units over longer distances (11 × 11 units); inhibitory units (VAsi) project in turn to excitatory VAs units within a 3 × 3 region. Excitatory efferents from VAs connect to units in motor centers, which trigger appetitive (Mapp) and aversive (Mave) behaviors (see below and Fig. 2 ). The motor centers also receive sensory input directly from taste-sensing units. These connections are arranged such that taste units responding to an appetitive stimulus (Tapp) connect only to the motor center triggering the appetitive motor response (Mapp), while aversive taste (Tave) activates only the aversive motor center (Mave). Both appetitive and aversive taste sensors send excitatory connections to a value system (S; Fig. 3 ), which ref lects salience of inputs and incorporates several key properties of diffuse ascending systems of the brain. In particular, inputs to the value system signal salient sensory events and result in its activation. Its widespread output projections modulate synaptic changes in cortical areas (see equation 2 below). In the model, the sensing of taste results in the activation of S, affecting synaptic changes in connections linking higher sensory to motor areas.
Nervous System
Area R ('retina') also emits topographic projections to an area C ('colliculus') consisting of two interleaved maps of excitatory (Ce) and inhibitory (Ci) units. Ce units connect to each other over a short distance (3 × 3 units) and to inhibitory units over longer distances (11 × 11 units) . Inhibition extends over an annulus-shaped region of width 8 and diameter 11. This intrinsic connectivity within area C leads to activity patterns that disambiguate possible multiple targets within the visual field by favoring targets that are brighter than others. Note that collicular responses are only used for visual approach behavior (see Fig. 2c ) and do not directly bias cortical visual responses in VAs related to pattern discrimination. Area Ce projects to motor units driving rotational (Mrot) and translational (Mtra) movement of NOMAD. To accelerate the development of pattern discrimination and facilitate behavior in the present experiments, the connection strengths within these projections were not subject to gradual synaptic modification. Instead, they were assigned initial values resembling distributions obtained in earlier work by value-dependent synaptic modification during sensorimotor training .
Cell Activation and Synaptic Rules
At each cycle (iteration) t of the computer simulation, the activities s i (t) of all neuronal units are recomputed. In experiments conducted in a real environment with a freely behaving device, each cycle corresponds on average to ∼400-600 ms of real time. As in previous models (e.g. Reeke et al., 1990b) , this activity level represents the average firing rate of a local population of neurons. Synaptic connections from unit j to unit i are designated c ij and are subject to activity-dependent modification.
The total synaptic input Ai(t) to unit i is given by where M is the number of different anatomically defined connection types and N l is the number of connections per type M projecting to unit i. Negative values for c ij correspond to inhibitory connections. The activity level of unit i is given by (1) where ω determines the persistence of unit activity from one cycle to the next, σ i is a unit specific firing threshold and g i is a scale factor. In the model, several of the connection types ( Fig. 3 ) are subject to activity-dependent modification according to a synaptic rule. This rule incorporates dependency on pre-and postsynaptic activity as well as on value V and allows for synaptic potentiation and depression: Table 2 Properties of anatomical projections (connections types) in Darwin V Projection Arborization shape and size . . s i (t) and s j (t) are activities of post-and presynaptic units respectively, η is a fixed learning rate, ε is a decay constant (ε << 1), c ij (0) is the initial (t = 0) weight of connection c ij . Synaptic changes depend upon both pre-and postsynaptic activity and can result in both strengthening and weakening of connections. Which of these alternatives is the case is determined by the function F, which sets limits and rates for synaptic potentiation and depression depending upon the postsynaptic activity (Bienenstock et al., 1982) . F is a piecewise linear function (Fig. 3 , insert on upper right) defined by two thresholds (0 < Θ1 < Θ2 < 1) and two inclinations (k1, k2).
Darwin V's nervous system contains an area resembling a diffuse ascending value system (S; see Fig. 3 ) whose responses signal the occurrence of salient events. The outputs of S modulate synaptic changes in connections linking VAs to Mapp and Mave. In equation (2) the inf luence of value is designated by the term V. For connections that are subject to value-dependent modification, the value of term V is given by the instantaneous activity v(t) of the value system S.
Experimental evidence suggests (Kato et al., 1991; Fox, 1995; Kirkwood et al., 1995) that key parameters of neural plasticity may vary over the course of postnatal development. Since our model was intended to cover early as well as late stages of development, we attempted to replicate observed trends in postnatal visual cortical plasticity (Kato et al., 1991) , effectively modeling a transition from an earlier 'critical period' to a later 'adult period'. Connections linking VAp to VAs undergo several stages of plasticity, characterized by progressive changes in learning rate η, synaptic decay ε and parameters of the postsynaptic function F (Table 3) . These changes, from earlier to later stages of development, are qualitatively as follows: synaptic plasticity decreases in magnitude; synaptic weights become more resistant to spontaneous decay back to baseline; and synaptic potentiation requires higher levels of postsynaptic activity.
Results

Continuous Recording of Neural and Behavioral Variables During Visual Development
The simulation protocol for Darwin V allows continuous on-line recording of many neural and behavioral variables over time, enabling their simultaneous analysis. To illustrate this approach, we first describe Darwin V's main developmental stages and changes that occur in neuronal units, synaptic connections and behavior.
Before development, Darwin V indiscriminately approaches visual objects until they are located within the visual fovea and grips them to allow sensing of their conductivity ('taste'). In the present experiments, all 'blobs' were conductive, while all 'stripes', irrespective of orientation, were non-conductive. Sensing conductivity produces activation of the value system and the motor centers which trigger appetitive or aversive behaviors. Figure 4a (left) shows examples of activity traces of visual, taste, motor and value networks before extensive experience. For all objects encountered, visual networks are activated first, followed by taste, which in turn immediately activates behavioral motion and value. Sensing of taste and activation of the value system are used to condition behavioral responses. Taste serves as the unconditioned stimulus (US), triggering an appetitive or aversive unconditioned response (UR). Value signals are used to modify visuomotor connections.
The developmental period is generally completed after ∼1500-2000 s of autonomous behavior (corresponding to ∼2000-4000 computational cycles), during which ∼50-80 objects are encountered. After development (Figure 4a , right), Darwin V continues to explore the environment and to approach all bright objects. By this time, through conditioning, visual signals have become capable of triggering motor responses independent of taste. Visual input from 'stripes' leads to immediate activation of M app , followed by the execution of an appetitive response, which is accompanied by registration of taste and activation of the value system. In contrast, visual input from 'blobs' produces an immediate aversive response, triggered by visual input to the appropriate motor center (M ave ). This preempts activation of grip action, tasting or value responses. Conditioning, involving value-dependent modification of visuomotor connections, results in a behavioral change: after development, visual signals serve as conditioned stimuli (CS) capable of triggering appetitive or aversive conditioned responses (CR). The transfer from UR to CR also results in briefer visual exposure to 'blobs' (see Fig, 4a ). Before development 'blobs' and 'stripes' are visually explored for 15.8 (1.7) and 15.0 (0.82) s respectively, while visually triggered behavioral responses reduce visual exploration of 'blobs' to 8.8 (1.5) s with 'stripes' remaining unchanged at 17.3 (2.87) s (all values are mean and SD, with n = 4). Figure 4b shows a continuous time course of synaptic, visual, motor and behavioral parameters recorded during a representative run. In the course of 1650 s (2293 cycles) while exploring its environment, Darwin V had a total of 53 encounters with objects (25 'blobs', 14 horizontal and 14 vertical 'stripes') and the order of object encounters was determined only by the ongoing sequence of Darwin V's behavior. Synaptic modifications occurred in two distinct anatomical pathways (Fig. 3) Fig. 4a ) and their activity difference is close to zero. As visual input to M app and M ave gets stronger, their differential activation increases (i.e. the absolute difference between M app and M ave exceeds the behavioral threshold β for most encounters of objects). This produces an increased number of visually triggered ('learned') behavioral responses (Fig. 4b, right) .
Development of Visual Neuronal Responses: Translation Invariance and Pattern Selectivity
A major portion of this study was focused on the development of complex response properties of the visual neuronal units in VAs.
To allow later comparison across multiple conditions, we first describe the normal development of these properties. (Fig. 5b, left) . In our experiments, no modification of VAp-V responses occurred with development (compare Fig. 5b , left, top and bottom). At higher levels of the cortical model (VAs), neuronal units receive highly convergent inputs from a large region within VAp. Due to local dynamics of excitatory/inhibitory interactions, lateral displacement of stimuli within the visual field is accompanied by sustained activation or suppression of subsets of units within VAs. For many units, such responses either increase (Fig. 5b , middle) or decrease (Fig. 5b , right) in both amplitude and temporal duration during development, producing an overall sharpening of unit responses.
A characteristic property of neuronal responses in hierarchically higher cortical areas related to visual form and pattern is their invariance with respect to object translation (Gross and Mishkin, 1977; Tovee et al., 1994; Ito et al., 1995) . To evaluate the property of translation invariance in Darwin V, we tested neuronal responses to visual objects presented at different locations within the field of view. Recording the activity values for all 900 units within area VA s for a given pair of object locations yielded two activation vectors a and b (each a copy in vectorial form of the original 30 × 30 array). We estimated the mutual overlap between these two vectors by computing the cosine of their subtending angle φ. Before development, VA s activation was characterized by variable foci of activity due to local excitation and inhibition. Exemplary activity patterns for the same object presented at two different locations are shown in Figure 6a (middle) and their overlap (cos φ = 0.045) indicates a low degree of overlap. After development (4083 cycles, 82 objects) VA s activity patterns were more sharply tuned and overlapped significantly for the same object presented at different locations, indicating translation invariance (Fig. 6a , bottom, cos φ = 0.449). We computed cos φ for pairs of response patterns to objects separated by various distances (Fig. 6b) . On average, during development the overlap increased significantly for all stimulus distances. By comparing VA s activity patterns obtained before and after development, we found that most neuronal units within VA s were selective for only one, or at most two different patterns of the training set (Fig. 6c) . To allow comparison for presentations of objects evenly distributed throughout the visual field, we recorded activity patterns for brief stationary presentations of objects in an evenly spaced 32 × 32 grid of locations. From this we obtained average location-independent activity maps. Before visual development (Fig. 6c, top) , average activity maps for individual training patterns were relatively f lat and a color-coded composite revealed very few unit responses that were pattern selective. A fter development, patterns of strongly responding neuronal units emerged (Fig. 6c, bottom) covering an extensive portion of VA s , and the composite map showed spatial segregation of pattern-selective neuronal units within VAs. Some units with similar pattern selectivity tended to be located in close proximity, forming functional neuronal groups of roughly uniform size. Typically, visual stimuli triggered activity in several such neuronal groups. Even within initially identical environments, separate individual experiments produced patterns of neuronal groups that varied in their spatial distribution.
Role of Movement in Shaping Visual Neuronal Responses
As shown in the previous section, translation-invariant and pattern-selective neuronal responses emerged in the course of development as Darwin V interacted with numerous objects in its environment. A key question arises: how do these properties depend on movement and how are they affected if the continuity of Darwin V's movements is disrupted? To address this question, we compared an individual Darwin V's neuronal responses before and after 'normal' development with those of a Darwin V that had been immobilized and presented with sequences of stationary images of visual patterns f lashed at random positions within its narrow-angle field of view ('discontinuous' development). Patterns used consisted of a training set of 'blobs' and 'stripes' (in horizontal and vertical orientations) that were presented with equal frequency. To keep the overall amount of sensory stimulation comparable to 'normal' development, individual patterns were presented for ∼7 s (20 cycles) separated by ∼25 s (70 blank cycles which simulated the times for visual search and exploration). We recorded activity levels and calculated cos φ (equation 3) for pairs of object presentations at a distance of 16 and 32 pixels (corresponding to a viewing angle of 6.4 and 12.8°respectively) distributed evenly over all parts of the field of view (Table 4) . The overall level of activity within VAs (si(t) > 0.0) was unchanged between 'normal' and 'discontinuous' modes of stimulation, although a significantly larger number of units showed strong (si(t) > 0.5) and sustained responses in the former versus the latter condition. While 'normal' development significantly increased the overlap measure cos φ, which is an indicator of the degree of translation invariance, 'discontinuous' development did not result in a similar increase and cos φ remained at baseline levels.
Receptive field (RF) maps of individual VA s units were examined and compared before and after 'normal' and 'discontinuous' development. VA s responses were recorded while presenting an object in a regularly spaced array of 32 × 32 locations within the narrow-angle field of view. An individual RF map was obtained by plotting the activity level of a single neuronal unit for all spatial locations. Figure 7 shows representative examples of such maps for a unit located near the center of VA s which received highly convergent anatomical input from a large, central portion of VA p . Before development, RF maps were patchy and showed weak pattern selectivity over much of their spatial extent (Fig. 7, top) . After 'normal' development, neuronal units with high selectivity for a particular visual pattern (in this case 'horizontals') had RFs that were coherent in their selectivity, consisting in most cases of a single large region; at the same time, the number of parts of the RF that showed responses to other patterns decreased (Fig. 7, middle) . A fter 'discontin-uous' development, RF maps changed only slightly and retained many of their initial characteristics (Fig. 7, bottom) . In particular, these RF maps did not extend across large regions of the visual field and did not show coherent regions of high pattern selectivity. No improvement was found even after very long runs (data not shown). From all of these results, we reach the conclusion that disrupting the continuity of self-generated movements strongly impaired the development of translation invariance for VA s neuronal units.
Role of the Phenotype in Foveal Preference of Neuronal Responses
Darwin V's mechanical structure ('phenotype') and behavioral characteristics were found to place additional constraints on visual development. Stimuli are first detected visually, and are then approached and located within the visual fovea, at which point sensing of taste and further behavioral activity may occur (Fig. 2) . Thus, on average, more visual input is received from the central (foveal) than from the peripheral (parafoveal) part of the visual field. In view of this, we tested whether progressive synaptic modifications in the course of development might lead to differences of visual responses to foveally or parafoveally placed objects.
Before development, the strength and density of connections from VA p to VA s were homogeneous throughout the projection. A fter development, while connection density remained unchanged, the distribution of connection strengths showed a distinct pattern: on average, stronger connections originated from the foveal rather than the parafoveal part of the VA p map. While the number of units with si(t) > 0.0 does not differ significantly between conditions, the number of strongly active units si(t) > 0.5 is significantly larger (P < 0.003) for 'normal' versus 'before', and unchanged (P > 0.5) for 'discontinuous' versus 'before'. Values for pairwise overlap cos φ differ significantly between 'normal' and 'before' conditions for both d = 16 pixels and d = 32 pixels (P < 0.001). The difference in overlap between 'discontinuous' and 'normal' conditions is significant for both d = 16 pixels (P < 0.0001) and d = 32 pixels (P < 0.03; all statistics unpaired t-test).
This pattern of distribution of connection strengths had several effects on the activity of VA s units (Fig. 8 ). For presentations of stationary single objects, neuronal responses tended to be stronger when the object was centered in the fovea than when it was located parafoveally (e.g. Fig. 8a,b, left panels) . In addition, we tested Darwin V's neuronal responses when multiple objects were simultaneously present. In general, neuronal responses to an object that was foveated were dominant over responses to a second parafoveal object, irrespective of which object entered the visual field first. More detailed analysis revealed that parafoveally presented objects could in fact modulate neuronal responses to a foveal object (cf. Rolls and Tovee, 1995) . We recorded VA s activity during the presentation of single visual patterns presented foveally or parafoveally and compared the response patterns with those obtained during simultaneous presentation of both; a representative example is shown in Figure 8 . We consider neuronal units that are highly selective for a particular pattern (called the 'preferred stimulus'). If this pattern is located within the visual fovea, simultaneous parafoveal presentation of a different object (a 'non-preferred stimulus') led, on average, to a weakening of the response (Fig. 8a) . In turn, responses of the same units to a parafoveal preferred stimulus were strongly attenuated by simultaneous presentation of a non-preferred stimulus in the fovea (Fig. 8b) . None of these effects were found when testing neuronal responses before visual development (data not shown).
Role of Sensory Input and Behavior in Map Plasticity
The previous results indicate that Darwin V's visual development depends critically on behavioral interactions with objects in the environment. To what extent do developing visual neuronal responses ref lect the frequency and sequence of actual encounters with objects during the developmental period? We compared visual neuronal responses obtained from two individual Darwin V's, each of which was exposed to an environment that differed from the other in the composition of stimulus objects. While the total number of stimulus encounters remained constant, one environment contained an equal number of 'blobs', horizontal 'stripes' and vertical 'stripes', while another environment contained twice as many 'stripes' as 'blobs.' In this experiment, stimulus encounters were biased by the experimenter to produce, in one case, equal frequencies (33% 'blobs', 33% horizontal 'stripes' and 33% vertical 'stripes') and, in the other, unequal frequencies (20% 'blobs', 40% horizontal 'stripes' and 40% vertical 'stripes').
We computed a measure M of map area which we used to quantify the area (in terms of number of units) within VA s thta was responsive to patterns of each class [compare the measure of 'areal extent' of movement representations in Nudo et al. (1996) ]. We defined a testing set d of patterns containing individual stimuli d k . For each individual stimulus d k we counted the number of neuronal units whose response to d k exceeded a threshold µ (here µ = 0.15 to capture strong responses only). This number is divided by the number of neuronal units whose response exceeded µ for at least one stimulus d k belonging to the testing set d: Figure 8 . Modulation of neuronal responses during presentation of two objects. To facilitate simultaneous foveal and parafoveal presentation of objects we presented objects that were slightly smaller than usual (subtending about an 8°visual angle). Stimulus plots show retinal images; histograms show activity distributions of 31 neuronal units that are highly responsive and selective for 'verticals' (preferred stimulus). (a) Neuronal responses to a foveal preferred stimulus (left), a parafoveal non-preferred stimulus (middle) and simultaneous presentation of foveal preferred and parafoveal non-preferred stimulus (right). Mean activities and SDs for the three distributions are 0.534 (0.218), 0.077 (0.159) and 0.438 (0.263) respectively. Neuronal responses differ significantly between all conditions (two-way ANOVA; F = 321.5; df = 2; MS = 5.41; P < 2.0 × 10 -15 ). (b) Neuronal responses to a parafoveal preferred stimulus (left), a foveal non-preferred stimulus (middle) and simultaneous presentation of foveal non-preferred and parafoveal preferred stimulus (right). Mean activities and standard deviations for the three distributions are 0.330 (0.224), 0.081 (0.180) and 0.166 (0.239) respectively. Neuronal responses differ significantly between all conditions (two-way ANOVA; F = 40.69; df = 2; MS = 1.488; P < 2.22 × 10 -15 ). Activity values represent means and SDs for four independent runs. Map areas for these four runs are computed according to equation (4) 
To discount location-dependent effects, we evaluated location-independent average activity maps obtained as described above (Fig. 6) . Results are summarized in Table 5 . For equal encounter ratios, map areas for 'blobs' and 'stripes' are roughly of equal size. If 'blobs' are presented less frequently (20%) than horizontal and vertical stripes (40% each) during development, their respective map areas differ significantly, with horizontal and vertical stripes eliciting translation-invariant responses from a larger number of units, while blobs elicit such responses from fewer units. Although the map area for 'blobs' drops significantly, the average number of units responding to blobs during individual encounters remains high.
Differences in stimulus encounters may be environmentally determined (as in the example above) or may be due to random f luctuations, to uneven distributions of objects in an environment, or to changes in behavioral preferences. It is likely that such effects occur even after the initial developmental period is completed. We therefore tested whether f luctuations in the sequence of stimulus encounters during ongoing behavioral activity affect VA s responses. To this end, we stored Darwin V's connectivity patterns at multiple times during the course of a run and used these patterns to generate activity maps that can be evaluated quantitatively. A period of 20 stimulus encounters (sequence Q = 'HBBBVBBBBBHHVHHHBHHH') was selected after an initial developmental period had been completed (continuation of the run shown in Fig. 4) . 'Blobs' (B) dominated the stimulus encounters during the first half of this sequence, while horizontal 'stripes' (H) dominated the second half; vertical 'stripes' (V) were virtually absent. Figure 9a shows changes in synaptic connectivity (cf. Fig. 4 ) for neuronal units that are highly selective for either 'blobs,' horizontal 'stripes' or vertical 'stripes' occurring between three time points of the sequence Q: at the beginning (t 0 = 1647 s), middle (t 1 = 1937 s) and end (t 2 = 2194 s). Using equation (4), we estimated relative map areas (θ = 0.15); between t 0 and t 1 ('mostly blobs'), the ratio of map areas (B:H:V) changed from 44:30:27% to 48:27:25%. Between t 1 and t 2 ('mostly horizontals') the ratio changed to 45:33:22%. Such systematic shifts in map areas (on the order of 10%) are not observed if encounters of 'blobs' and 'stripes' are homogeneously distributed. This indicates that shifts in relative map areas ref lect f luctuations in the sequence of stimulus encounters. Figure 9b shows changes in average locationindependent activities for three functional neuronal groups near the center of VA s . When many 'blobs' are encountered (in time period t 0 → t 1 ), most 'blob' selective units show increases of between 5 and 50% in their average responses; responses to other stimuli tend to decrease. Similar effects are seen for the time period t 1 → t 2 . These results demonstrate that, even after the completion of an initial developmental phase, fine adjustments in VA s neuronal responses occur following f luctuations in sensory input during normal behavioral activity of Darwin V.
Discussion
Relatively little is known about how the complex response properties of cortical neurons can be shaped by extrinsic factors, such as body structure ('phenotype'), behavioral motion and environmental changes. The interactions among these factors are extremely difficult to assess in behaving animals. To provide insights into such interactions, we have studied the neural and behavioral development of Darwin V -a simulated neuronal model embedded in a real-world device capable of autonomous behavior. This modeling approach allows continuous recording of relevant neural and behavioral variables and a detailed analysis of their interrelationships.
In Darwin V, behavioral interactions were essential for the initial formation of complex visual neuronal responses as well as for their continuing dynamic adjustment during sensory experience. We have demonstrated that complex visual cortical responses related to perceptual invariances did not arise when behavioral interaction but not sensory input itself was blocked. This underscores that the emergence of sensory invariants is crucially dependent on correlated temporal changes in input patterns due to movement. Moreover, further analysis of Darwin V showed that, even beyond early development, behavior continues to modulate cortical neuronal responses. Changes in sensory input, which may be due to environmental differences or due to altered behavioral patterns, were found to result in corresponding changes in the spatial distribution and strength of visual cortical responses.
Translation Invariance and the Continuity of Movement
As organisms interact with their environment, objects or their retinal images may translate and rotate, changing their apparent size, position and orientation, and appear under varying conditions of illumination. However, many species of organisms can recognize and discriminate objects in a manner that is invariant with respect to many such natural transformations. Neurophysiological evidence suggests that certain visual neuronal responses -e.g. of neurons in primate inferior temporal cortex -may be translation invariant. In Darwin V, we modeled the development of such responses, paying specific attention to the crucial role of self-generated movements in determining these properties. Studies of the primate visual system have indicated that invariant and selective object-related responses arise only at 'higher' hierarchical levels and depend for their construction on the progressive elaboration of visual input from 'lower' to 'higher' areas via convergent/divergent feedforward connectivity (for a review see Rolls, 1992) . We approximated such a multi-stage architecture by modeling two visual cortical areas, linked by widely convergent/divergent modifiable connections. These connections arise from neurons with different stimulus selectivity in VA p and terminate on a single set of neurons in VA s .
The development of translation invariance in Darwin V depends on a combination of several neural and behavioral constraints. (i) Visual areas are hierarchically arranged, with a 'lower' area (VA p ) responsive to elementar y features of the stimulus, and a 'higher' area (VA s ) that acquires responses to more global features. (ii) 'Lower' and 'higher' areas are linked by modifiable convergent/divergent connectivity. (iii) Neuronal units in 'higher' areas show temporally sustained responses, due to their extended receptive fields and the local interactions between excitatory and inhibitory cell populations. (iv) Signals from objects are displaced continuously over the visual field, due to smooth self-generated movements during visual exploration and approach.
Particularly relevant to the development of translation invariance are sustained neural responses on a time scale commensurate with stimulus displacement (Fig. 5) . Several studies (Nakamura et al., 1994; Rolls and Tovee, 1995) have shown sustained inferior temporal neural responses lasting ∼300-800 ms. In the present model, sustained activity in VA s is partly due to intrinsic connections, which tend to produce foci of activation surrounded by lateral inhibition. As objects are encountered, repeated sustained co-activation of neighboring units tends to produce similar patterns of synaptic change in their afferent and efferent connectivity. The emergence of local correlations in object selectivity between neighboring units is consistent with the obser ved higher incidence of functional interactions (Gochin et al., 1991) for neurons located within ∼100 µm of each other. The emergence of functional neuronal groups in area VA s is consistent with the columnar aspects of the anatomical (Fujita and Fujita, 1996) and functional organization of inferior temporal cortex (Fujita et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1996) .
Computational models of inferior temporal cortex (Gochin, 1994; Wallis and Rolls, 1997) have been developed previously, and specific proposals have been made to account for the translation invariance of inferior temporal neuronal responses in terms of a Hebbian-type learning mechanism. This mechanism operates on a time scale that allows linkage of successive stages in the translational movement of objects. This linkage was accomplished by explicitly incorporating temporal delays in the learning rule itself (as in the trace-Hebbian rule used by Földiàk, 1991; Oram and Földiàk, 1996) . Using this trace rule, Wallis and Rolls (1997) obtained translation-invariant neuronal responses within a multi-stage network model exposed to hundreds of sweeps of input stimuli along a single canonical path.
In contrast, Darwin V's synaptic rule (equation 2) used to modify the connections linking VA p to VA s does not incorporate temporal delays and instead uses instantaneous activity levels. Linkage of input patterns occurred through the sustained responses of VA s units, allowing synaptic modification throughout their extended field of anatomical input. Moreover, in contrast to previous models, we did not present stimuli along prescribed paths and placed no explicit constraints on their speed or direction. Instead, stimulus displacement occurs as a result of the self-generated movements of Darwin V. Although these movements are unconstrained and highly variable, the developmental changes occurring within Darwin V are robust and only a few dozen object encounters are sufficient for significant translation-invariant responses to emerge.
The essential role of behavioral and environmental interactions in the development of translation invariance is demonstrated by the drastic effects on neuronal responses if such interactions are impaired (Fig. 7) . No translation-invariant responses develop if the continuity of stimulus displacement is selectively destroyed, even if equivalent levels of sensory input and synaptic changes are allowed. We conclude that in systems showing autonomous behavior, complex neuronal responses are in part determined by self-generated behavioral interactions in the environment.
The current studies of Darwin V provide only one example of how temporally contiguous (correlated) sensory events may become linked and capable of triggering a common neuronal response. Similar mechanisms may also be applicable in generating other perceptual invariances, such as those for object size, rotation and view-independence . Extending these mechanisms from spatial to nonspatial visual modalities, and linking patterns of wavelength-selective neurons over continuous changes in illumination may allow the development of properties such as color constancy (Wray and Edelman, 1996) . In general, our study suggests the hypothesis that the ongoing behavioral and motor activity of organisms constitute essential prerequisites for the extraction of invariants by specialized neurons.
Development of Foveal Preference
VAs neuronal units developed stronger responses to objects that were presented closer to the visual fovea. Similar responses were described in an experimental study on foveal preference of neurons in primate inferior temporal cortex (e.g. Desimone et al., 1984; Rolls and Tovee, 1995) . In the present model, foveal preference led to highly non-additive response characteristics when more than one object was present simultaneously: objects closer to the visual fovea 'dominated' over other, more peri-pheral objects. This property may be viewed as a simple form or precursor of figure-ground segregation: If multiple visual patterns were presented, Darwin V's behavior was driven by the foveated object ('figure'), while simultaneously presented parafoveal objects ('ground') were ineffective in eliciting behavior. We emphasize that such a mechanism may aid behavior only in very simple cases for which contextual stimuli are irrelevant; in general, in richer environments, feature linking and binding across multiple neural maps would also be required (Sporns et al., 1991; Tononi et al., 1992) .
We observed modulatory interactions of neuronal responses to multiple objects similar to those found by Rolls and Tovee (1995) . Essentially, given a foveated stimulus A and a parafoveal stimulus B, the responses of neurons selective for A are attenuated. If the positions of the two stimuli were reversed (such that stimulus B is foveal and stimulus B parafoveal), the responses of neurons selective for A were strongly diminished. Functionally, such modulation may aid in discriminating multiple objects or mediate peripheral ('contextual') inf luences on behavioral responses to foveated objects. As our analysis showed, these modulatory effects were a direct consequence of the development of foveal preference as well as of excitatory/inhibitory interactions within VA s , and they did not require explicit training with multiple objects. It has been suggested that, in mammalian visual cortex, the tendency for an anatomically enlarged foveal cortical representation may produce an initial bias towards foveal preference (Rolls and Tovee, 1995) . It is presently unknown to what extent such enlarged cortical representations are innately specified or are the result of developmental processes. In Darwin V, the development of foveal preference ref lects increased and prolonged behavioral interactions with objects that are approached and gripped by NOMAD's snout. Thus, functional differences between subregions of sensory maps emerge as a result of phenotype and behavior.
Experience-dependent Map Formation and Plasticity
Experimental studies in a variety of species, including birds (Bolhuis et al., 1985; Herrnstein, 1985; Brown and Horn, 1994) , nonhuman primates (Webster et al., 1995; Spinozzi, 1996) and humans (Bertenthal, 1996) suggest that the ability to categorize and respond to sensory stimuli emerges in successive developmental stages (possibly including prenatal sensory input; see Lickliter and Lewkowicz, 1995) and that it depends critically upon actual experience. During developmental critical periods, exposure to particular classes of stimuli may bias the emergence of simple (Blakemore and van Sluyters, 1975; Spinelli and Jensen, 1979) or more complex (Brown and Horn, 1994) neuronal responses. There is evidence that at least some forms of plasticity, including long-term potentiation, are more strongly expressed during early postnatal development (Kato et al., 1991; Fox, 1995; Kirkwood et al., 1995) .
In Darwin V, several parameters in the rule used for synaptic modification (see Table 3 ) undergo changes that produce a shift from an early high level of potentiation ('critical period') to progressively more attenuated levels of plasticity ('adult period'). When Darwin V was exposed to environments that differed in the composition of stimuli during the 'critical period', we found that relatively small variations in the frequency of stimulus encounters can produce significant differences in the allocation of pattern-selective units in area VA s (Table 5 ). This suggests that as compared to later stages there is a more pronounced sensitivity during Darwin V's 'critical period', characterized by the gradual formation of neuronal groups within VAs and their increasing competition mediated by lateral inhibition.
Various experiments provide strong indications that map plasticity is not limited to developmental critical periods but occurs throughout the lifetime of an organism. For example, adult mammalian sensory and motor cortices can be dynamically altered (Merzenich et al., 1988; Kaas, 1991) . Studies by Merzenich and colleagues have shown that somatotopic maps of the body surface can be remodeled following changes in their sensory inputs (e.g. Merzenich et al., 1984) . Other experiments involving lesions of peripheral nerves (Sanes et al., 1990) or electrical stimulation in motor cortex (Nudo et al., 1990) resulted in selective and rapid changes in motor topography. Behavioral training paradigms can induce changes in primate somatosensory Recanzone et al., 1992) , auditory (Recanzone et al., 1993) and primar y motor cortex (Nudo et al., 1996) .
These last experiments underline the important role of behavior in the sampling of sensory signals. In the case of object vision, for example, the consequences of encountering certain kinds of objects may lead to more frequent approaches or active avoidance, each of which can alter input conditions. After the completion of the 'critical period' of visual development, behaviorally mediated f luctuations in sensory input produce significant changes in neuronal responses in VA s and in the allocation of pattern selective units within VA s due to synaptic modifications in VA s afferents.
An important assumption in this work is that these synaptic changes do not saturate or persist indefinitely. We used passive synaptic decay (see equation 2) to express a spontaneous decline in synaptic strength in the absence of activity as well as decremental changes due to synaptic loss and structural remodeling. Because of reduced levels of activity-dependent synaptic changes at later stages as compared to the earlier developmental period (equation 2) and the slower synaptic decay (ε = 0.0004; τ 1/2 = 1000 s), map f luctuations were more subtle than during the 'critical period' (compare Nudo et al., 1996) . This indicates that once map formation during the 'critical period' is completed, experience continues to modify units in VA s at the same time that robust responses to stimuli can be maintained for extended periods of deprivation.
Our model is consistent with the idea that sensory and motor maps, including those of mammalian cerebral cortex, undergo continuous activity-dependent changes throughout the life of an organism (Edelman, 1987; Merzenich and deCharms, 1997) and that 'representational maps are a ref lection of individual experiences' (Nudo et al., 1996) . This prompts the hypothesis that all neural maps, including those in hierarchically 'higher' regions of mammalian cortex, may show changes in the allocation or responsiveness of neurons to different classes of input patterns, provided that certain neural constraints are satisfied. These constraints include competitive interactions between neuronal populations, synaptic plasticity and synaptic decay or remodeling. Most importantly, our analysis of Darwin V illustrates the neural consequences of spontaneous behavior, extending beyond an initial 'critical period' that is characterized by high rates of plasticity. This is in accord with the idea that complex neuronal responses, particularly those in the cortex, are continually subject to subtle alterations that both ref lect and modulate actual experience.
Significance and Future Implications
The synthetic modeling approach taken in this paper represents an attempt to embed principles of cortical mapping and experience-dependent plasticity in a real-world device capable of interacting with an environment. Compared to most previous simulation studies, this approach offers two unique advantages: (i) it allows the correlated analysis in real time of both neural and behavioral variables; and (ii) it explicitly incorporates constraints of body structure and behavioral motion (see also Chiel and Beer, 1997; Clark, 1997) . This may help to identify critical constraints linking neural and behavioral development across all levels of organization, a goal often difficult to achieve in real organisms. While the present study shows that relatively simple systems such as Darwin V can provide valuable initial insights into the intricate and reciprocal relationships between brain and behavior, more complete analyses involving multiple visual submodalities, other sensory systems, redundant motor assemblies and more realistic value systems are needed.
